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Based on the regulations of the Company Law in 2005 that directors owe duty of 
diligence to the corporation, the Insolvency Law in 2006 specifies the legal 
responsibility regarding directors’ breach of that duty. From the perspective of judicial 
practice in China, there is no application of article 125 of the Insolvency Law, the 
reasons of which are no specific standard of review on duty of diligence and the stage 
in the vicinity of insolvency hasn’t been recognized by legislature and judicial office 
in China. Compared with the solvent stage, directors’ behavioral object and the 
standard of review on their actions have been changing in the vicinity of insolvency. 
Thus, it’s necessary to clarify the right way to perform duty of diligence.  
This paper is divided into four chapters except for the preface and conclusions. 
Chapter 1 analyzes article 125 of the Insolvency Law so as to put forward the 
concept of vicinity of insolvency. On this stage, the structure of interests in the 
corporation is changing. And directors shall not be protected by business judgment 
rule for maximizing shareholders’ interests; otherwise, they are responsible for the 
whole company. If directors’ actions lead to insolvent liquidation of the entity, there is 
even no possibility for them to apply business judgment rule. 
Chapter 2 discusses the aim, object and standard of review regarding directors’ 
behaviors in accordance with the duty of diligence in the vicinity of insolvency. On 
this stage, directors shall still focus on the long-term wealth creating capacity of the 
company, the same aim as in other operation stages. As the interests of corporation 
become prominent, directors’ behavioral object shall be extended to related parties, 
including creditors. But it doesn’t mean that directors owe duty of diligence to 
creditors directly. Actually, they still owe such duty to the company. Furthermore, 
limitation on the application of business judgment rule makes the standard of review 
stricter. 
Chapter 3 classifies the right way for directors to exercise duty of diligence in the 
vicinity of insolvency on the basis of cases and regulations under Anglo-American 
Legal System. Due to the deteriorating financial condition, directors shall make 
decisions on increasing the assets of the company or decreasing its losses, including 
paying due attention to the financial conditions of the company, holding meetings in 















insolvent liquidation in time. 
Chapter 4 concludes that there exists several problems of judicial practice in 
China, such as the blank application of article 125 in the Insolvency Law and the lack 
of due attention to the stage in the vicinity of insolvency. To solve those problems, the 
article suggests establishing the standard of review in the Insolvency Law and 
formulates behavioral guidelines for directors on the basis of the legislation and 
judicial practice under Anglo-American Legal System. 
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绪  论 
一、研究背景及意义  
2005 年《公司法》第 148 条虽明确董事对公司负有勤勉义务，但该条并没
有进一步规定勤勉义务的审查标准；而且，其能否直接适用于《破产法》尚存疑


















                                                             

















































































濒临破产阶段之界定亦至关重要，美国破产法院在In re Healthco International, 
Inc.案中认为，14F⑤当公司只有不合理的小额资本即经济上缺乏偿付能力且可预见
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